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Dear reader
The speed at which new technologies are taking
over our lives is truly dizzying. The ultimate potential offered by blockchain, robotics and artificial
intelligence can only be guessed at. But will these
phenomena also displace trust as the most import
ant asset of our private bank?

Hans G. Syz-Witmer, Chairman of private bank
Maerki Baumann & Co. AG and film producer,
provides a behind-the-scenes insight into his
latest hit film “Wolkenbruch”.

The way in which our business is being changed by
digitalisation fascinates me. But at the same time,
I have unwavering faith in the ongoing importance
of the human aspect. My conversations with our
clients – including those from younger generations –
only strengthen me in that conviction.

Trust is the
foundation.
We cultivate honest and partnership-based
collaboration with our clients. A focus on
client needs is firmly enshrined in our corporate culture. It is consistently applied by
our committed employees. The long-term
outlook of the owner family underscores our
independence and creates security.
Trust has a future.

My colleagues devote their hearts and minds to the
needs of our clients on a daily basis. This personal
commitment does not contradict the process of
“technologisation”. Quite the opposite: It actually
makes the difference – trust genuinely does have
a future.
The aim of this journal is to reveal a bit more about
ourselves to you. From page 3 onwards you can
find out more about the co-owner and Chairman of
our private bank, who recently produced the Swiss
hit film “Wolkenbruch”. And from page 6 onwards
our Head of IT provides you with an insight into
our crypto-strategy.
I wish you an enjoyable read.

Dr. Stephan A. Zwahlen
Chief Executive Officer
Maerki Baumann & Co. AG
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Best regards

Be it the screenplay, the choice of
crew, or the editing process – Hans
Syz leaves nothing to chance in his
films. And in the case of this latest
film too, he trusts his instincts as to
what the wider public wants.
Anyone who manages to stimulate
Hans Syz’s cinematic imagination is on
to a good thing. Thomas Meyer – author
of the novel “Wolkenbruch’s Wondrous
Journey into the Arms of a Shicksa” – is
one such individual. As Hans Syz was
driving along a motorway one day, he
heard extracts of this novel about a
young Jewish man Motti Wolkenbruch,
who breaks away from his Orthodox
Jewish family. The film producer, always
on the lookout for a fascinating story,
was intrigued by the rich imagery and
powerful dialogue of Meyer’s tale.
He immediately purchased the book,
devoured it in a short space of time –
and promptly arranged a meeting with
the author. The two men got on well,
and a few days later Hans Syz had secured the film rights. His many years’ experience as a film producer had honed
his sense of when resolute action was
needed – which it certainly was in this
case, as the competition had already

been knocking on Meyer’s door. Or as
Hans Syz himself puts it in his Zurich
dialect: “Dä Gschwinder isch dä Gschnäller” – “the early bird catches the worm”.
Rather more patience was called
for at the planning and development
stage. Thomas Meyer took three years
to repurpose his novel as a screenplay
– a period during which he was given
both support and encouragement by
Hans Syz. “I was very involved in the
evolution of the screenplay”, the latter
recalls, pointing out that the common
perception of a producer as a pure cap
ital provider is very wide of the mark.
In Hans Syz’s view, a producer plays a
key role as the “architect and driving
force of a film”.
In the case of “Wolkenbruch”, Hans
Syz was keen to tell an authentic story
of everyday Jewish life. This also involved exaggerating the characterisation
to some extent, because “no one goes
to the cinema to watch normality”.
From the fine-tuning of the film script
right through to the editing process,
all key decisions ran through Hans Syz
and his production company Turnus
Film AG, which has produced hundreds
of commercials and feature films over
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Interview

“I am a visual person by nature.”
Hans Syz on his dual role as film producer and swiss banker.
Mr Syz, where does your
passion for film come from?
Hans Syz: It dates back to a
very young age. I remember
using my mother’s Bolex cine
camera as a boy and never
wanting to part with it again.
After I left school I trained
as a cameraman, which took
me all over the world.
Motti and his beloved Laura (image: Turnus Film)

the last 30 years. Thus, it was Hans
Syz’s decision to make High German
and Yiddish the languages spoken by
the characters. He also insisted on
subtitles, to make the film accessible
to a wider audience.
Having trained as a cameraman
many years ago (see interview on page
5), Hans Syz was a regular presence
on set during the shooting of the film.
“The two critical factors here are total
concentration and rigorous organization”,
he says, “otherwise
the production goes
off the rails”. Shooting costs a lot of
money, so in order to
keep costs under control, each day’s
filming was scheduled for an early start
and a late finish. No less than 35 days’
filming was required in Zurich and
Tel Aviv, with the deployment of the
crew – some 100 people at peak times
– having to be planned and coordin
ated right down to the last detail.
No less important than the shooting of a film is the editing: Creating

a holistic work of cinematic art out of
many hours of raw material is one of
the most challenging tasks in filmmaking. “The final cuts are always the
toughest”, says Hans Syz, “as they
force you to discard scenes that you
really like”. Prior to the final test screening, “Wolkenbruch” was still 105 minutes long – too long. With 92 minutes considered the ideal length of a
mainstream film, a further 13 minutes
had to be cut,
which provoked
plenty of debate
among the team.
But then “Wolken
bruch” proved
such a hit at the
box office that the production costs of
CHF 3.8 million were soon recouped.
The film has attracted more than
200,000 Swiss moviegoers to date,
making “Wolkenbruch” one of the most
successful Swiss feature film productions. Indeed, the film is now also
being shown abroad, so Motti Wolkenbruch can now touch the hearts of
film enthusiasts the world over.

“No one goes to
the cinema to
watch normality”
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Following its world premiere at the Zurich Film
Festival in September 2018,
“Wolkenbruch” – which
was directed by Michael
Steiner – went on general
release in Switzerland on
25 October 2018. It was
released internationally
at the start of 2019. For
further information,
see wolkenbruch-film.ch

What fascinates you about seeing the world through a lens?
I’m a visual person by nature.
Films give me the opportunity
to tell and shape a story for
myself – the spotlight is the
colour, the lens the brush,
and the film the canvas.
What was your most
iconic shoot?
No doubt “A New Face of Debbie Harry”, a piece about the
lead singer of Blondie, directed
by H.R. Giger. It was a quite a
pioneering video clip.
You took the ambitious step
of progressing from cameraman to film producer when
you took over Turnus Film
back in 1989. How did you
find that transition?
I always had an entrepreneurial
side, and was keen to let that
express itself. But at the same
time, I was always very much
aware that establishing yourself
in the film business takes a
huge amount of effort. We
initially built ourselves up by

shooting advertising commercials – for example, we were
behind Milka’s “purple cow”.
It was a while before we got
into the business of producing
feature films. Our greatest
success to date has been
“Handyman”, which starred
Marco Rima, although I guess
that has probably been overtaken by “Wolkenbruch” now.
Back in 1997, a family succession solution led to your
taking over the chairmanship
of Maerki Baumann. How do
you manage to combine the
film business with your work
as a swiss banker?
The two occupations play out
wholly independently of one
another. Only on the marketing
side is there a small amount
of crossover. It always goes
down well when we show our
own films at the bank’s client
events. Our clients then realise
there is someone in the bank’s
top management who engages
with the outside world, a person
with whom they can discuss
anything. And for the most part
they are entrepreneurs themselves, which means they have
interesting stories to tell.
What personal characteristics do you need to manage
a private bank and a film
company?
An entrepreneurial approach
and the ability to enthuse.

Whether you’re a banker or a
film producer, you always need
to prepare, execute, and justify
your decisions. Choosing reliable partners and employees
is absolutely critical. And ultimately the sums have to add up.
The traditional film and TV
business is in crisis right now.
What do you perceive to be
the greatest challenges here?
The film industry is up against
streaming services like Netflix.
Many people see these new
providers as a threat, but for
me they’re an opportunity.
I’m convinced that this new
phenomenon will increase
not just the quantity of films
made, but also the quality and
acceptance of film-making as
a craft. “Wolkenbruch” shows
that good films can attract a
significant cinema audience.
How much does it mean to
you to be nominated for the
Swiss Film Prize 2019?
Along with my co-producer
Anita Wasser and film director
Michael Steiner, I am delighted to see our ideas being well
received; this motivates
Turnus Film AG to keep moving
forward.
Hans G. Syz-Witmer
Chairman of the
Board of Directors
Maerki Baumann &
Co. AG
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Crypto-services

Crypto-services

Crypto as opportunity
Blockchain technology will permanently
transform large parts of the business world and
society – and give rise to new, attractive
investment opportunities in private banking.

Creative minds from all over the world
are establishing their companies in
Switzerland. Why? Because this country is home to any number of innovative start-ups displaying pioneering
technological spirit, well-trained and
talented staff who can think out of the
box, and open-minded companies as
well as local authorities creating favourable parameters for a “crypto ecosystem”. Ethereum, Cardano and Dfinity are just three out of more than 750
companies to have built up a leading
position in Zug’s “Crypto Valley” thanks
to blockchain technology.
Numerous crypto-currencies and crypto-exchanges have come to the attention of the public over the last two
years, and many crypto start-ups have
launched crowdfunding initiatives to
raise capital via Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs) based on blockchain technology. Although the peak of the cryptocurrency market in 2017 was followed
by a sobering market slump the following year, companies, investors and authorities have responded by embarking
on a healthier, more mature trajectory.
In the wake of this latter development,
many promising trends – such as the
“fungibilization” of assets through the
issue of “asset tokens” and the construction of blockchain-based smart
contracts – have resumed their momentum. Specific application examples
include the handling of international
goods deliveries, the digitalization of
ownership rights, and the trading of
precious stones. This paradigm shift is
also reflected in the development of
not just ICOs but also Security Token
Offerings (STOs).
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Maerki Baumann – a cryptopioneer in private banking.
Maerki Baumann is one of the first Swiss banks to draw up
a strategy for establishing comprehensive crypto-services.
The aim is to implement this strategy in three phases:

1.

Business accounts and ICO/STO services

2.

Trading and custody

3.

Investments in crypto-currencies

Young, innovative companies need bank accounts and
financing if they are to realize their ideas and further develop
their business models. With our range of services we support
selected crypto start-ups and provide them with access
to financing opportunities by facilitating their ICOs/STOs.

We are working on ways of offering our clients the ability to
trade the most common crypto-currencies and hold these
in safe custody. To this end, we are in contact with a number
of professional Swiss service providers that meet our high
standards as potential partners from both a technological and
regulatory perspective.
Although the future significance of crypto-currencies remains
difficult to evaluate, we are convinced by the potential of
blockchain technology. While the fundamental data and models
remain incomplete, we nonetheless want to offer our clients
additional medium-term investment opportunities via exclusive
ICOs/STOs and crypto investment strategies.

Maerki Baumann is already open to the acceptance of
assets that have originated through crypto-currencies –
whether from exchange transactions, mining profits, or
services provided in this sphere. In addition, crypto-companies can open business accounts and make use of ICO/
STO services. It goes without saying that we consistently
apply the statutory and regulatory due diligence requirements that are mandatory in this area.

Marco Müller
Head of IT & Digitalisation
Maerki Baumann & Co. AG
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Maerki Baumann
helps out at
Schweizer Tafel’s
15th Soup Day
22 November 2018,
Paradeplatz, Zurich

“With our individual
advisory approach,
we pursue an overriding
goal: satisfied clients.”

“We are constantly developing our services further in line with changing client
needs and requirements.”

Lukas S. Risi
Head of Private Banking

Dr. Alexander Ising
Head of Corporate Services

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE: This publication is intended for information and marketing purposes only, and does not constitute
investment advice or a specific individua++l investment recommendation. It is not a sales prospectus and does not constitute a
request or an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell investment instruments or investment services, or to engage in any
other transaction. Maerki Baumann & Co. AG does not provide
legal or tax advice. Investors are therefore advised to obtain in-

dependent legal or tax advice concerning the suitability of such
investments, since their tax treatment depends on the personal
circumstances of the investor in question and is subject to change
at any time.
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